Exosurf versus Survanta surfactant preparations: proportional-hazards regression analysis of time to successful extubation and discontinuation of oxygen therapy.
Time to successful extubation (VENT-DC) and time to discontinuation of oxygen therapy (OX-DC) for infants treated with Exosurf and Survanta surfactant preparations were compared in an observational study. Proportional-hazards (Cox) regression was used to adjust for confounding by differences in baseline risk factors between treatment groups. The Exosurf/Survanta hazard ratios, representing the relative instantaneous probabilities of the next event (VENT-DC or OX-DC) occurring in the Exosurf versus Survanta groups, were close to the null value of 1.0 and were not statistically significant. For VENT-DC the ratio was 1.08 (95% confidence interval 0.73 to 1.61, p = 0.60); for OX-DC the ratio was 0.87 (0.58 to 1.30, p = 0.83). By contrast, the hazard ratios for female versus male sex and black versus white race, presented as internal reference values, were further from the null value and were statistically significant. Survival curves showing the estimated proportion of patients in whom VENT-DC or OX-DC was achieved over time were generated from the proportional hazards models. Our findings suggest that any difference between Exosurf and Survanta surfactant for VENT-DC or OX-DC is likely considerably smaller than the differences associated with gender or race. The rationales for (1) using proportional-hazards regression when duration of therapy is an outcome of interest and (2) generating internal reference risk ratios when multivariate analysis is used are discussed in relation to future studies of hyaline membrane disease or other problems of prematurity.